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RETAIL DIGITAL SIGNAGE – SCIENCE, NOT FICTION 
For years, science fiction movies have presented images of 
futuristic shopping centers, with glowing electronic signs that 
greet each shopper with personalized ads tailored to meet their 
preferences. 

Turns out – this is no longer a futuristic dream. 

Recent advancements in retail digital signage now allow stores 
to connect with consumers in innovative ways. Digital signage 
displays for retail that provide up-to-the-minute information 
regarding current inventory, sales and promotions help savvy 
businesses provide valuable services to their consumers, improving 
the in-store experience.

Gone are the days of clunky digital screens that stand out like 
a sore thumb. Today’s digital retail signage is sleek, modern and 
visually stunning, and can be incorporated into your environment’s 
design. It can create attractive, functional spaces, conceal 
unsightly environmental features and add visual appeal to spaces 
otherwise lacking in pizzazz. And since the ambiance and visual 
appeal of retail spaces hold almost as much influence over 
customer purchasing behavior as price and the product quality, this 
means excellent retail digital signage can offer significant return on 
investment.

Well-placed and attractive retail digital signage can also add 
aesthetic appeal to your space, creating a visually stunning and 
fully customizable bridge to your brand personality. Updating 
your digital signage solutions is easy and quick, making it easy to 
maintain a fresh and current presence. This painless customization 
can create new opportunities for businesses interested in 
innovative in-store marketing and open the door to consumer 
connection.

From product demonstrations to price checks, inventory monitoring 
to special promotional presentations, today’s retail digital signage 
offers an agile and fluid approach to improving the in-store customer 
experience. It can help your brand communicate unique concepts, 
feelings and brand messages in an eye-catching, dynamic 
format – all while entertaining, informing and encouraging shopper 
interaction.

Innovative signage can give your business the boost it needs to 
drastically increase customer interaction. By telling your brand story 
in a media-rich fashion, you’ll improve customer perception of your 
brand personality – which leads to increased revenue and in-store 
sales.

Ready to get started? The experts at Mood Media are here to help 
your business step into the future. To find out about how today’s 
retail digital signage solutions can help you create customizable 
promotions, provide real-time product and inventory updates, and 
encourage consumer connection, contact us today. 
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Gone are the days of clunky digital screens that stand out like a sore thumb. Today’s digital retail 
signage is sleek.


